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WHO WE ARE

We offer the quickest Direct to Responder active
shooter solutions on the market. When a gunshot is
detected, or a door prop sensor or panic button
triggered, our system will send an immediate
emergency notification to first responders within two
seconds. Delivery methods can include any
combination of email, text, phone, computer software
or the fastest form of emergency contact: two-way
radio to SRO’s or local police. Pre-determined,
customizable messages provide location and type of
emergency to the desired recipients. Bluetooth
enabled badges provide anywhere GPS panic buttons.
No annual fees or third-party monitoring.

DIRECT TO AUTHORITIES
For active shooter events, get the
fastest delivery method available: direct
to two-way, portable radio. Immediately
alert local SRO’s and police via radios
while simultaneously calling 911
dispatch and texting/emailing school
authorities in a customizable multilayered approach at disseminating
alerts.

TESTIMONIAL

“Their solution immediately stood apart
because they already had a strong
relationship with law enforcement. For me,
that meant a built-in level of trust,” Rohrer
said. Solutions by Capitol Electronics are
recognized as the world’s fastest duress and
emergency response systems in addition to
offering an evolving portfolio of emergency
notification solutions.
GARY ROHER
VP of Technical Solution, Knoxville, TN

DIRECT TO PERSONNEL

MULTIPLE DURESS SOLUTIONS

For door propping or environmental

Manually activate alerts from panic

alerts such as flooding, fire,
temperature or power outage; send

buttons, wearable pendants, GPS
bluetooth cellular or PC keystrokes.

messages via radio, phone, text or
The ability to install sensors providing
email to custodial staff and school
automatic activations for gunshot
authorities. Monitoring the condition
and safety of the school overnight
and during holidays prevents
disasters.

detection, door propping, intrusion or
other environmental monitoring
devices.
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